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Abstract

Predictive monitoring of business process is one of the main challenges in process
mining. It makes possible to perform tasks such as performance check, compliance,
prediction and improvement by analyzing and discovering patterns in the event logs
generated from Information Systems. However, usually only information on the
activities being executed are considered for these analyses and sometimes this
information is not sufficient to describe the context in which the process instance is
running. On the other hand, contextual information has been shown to bring benefits in
many areas of Business Process Management, since it provides extra knowledge related
to goal, organization and environment of the business process. Motivated by that, in this
work we propose an enrichment/enhancement of the event log with the sentiment about
news that where brought up in the same day the process instance was running. We then
analyze the impact of this context to the process monitoring. To evaluate our proposal a
main dataset was used, the Business Process Intelligence Challenge 2013, BPIC2013,
that contains the IT Incidents Support Event Log given by Volvo, and a set of
contextual data, the News Web Scraped from the New York Times. Then we will enrich
the BPIC2013 dataset with the contextual one, using the country as a joint attribute, so
we can see if and how the process was affected by the context expressed by its country’s
socioeconomic context.

Keywords: Business Process Management, Data Mining, Sentiment Analysis, Process
Mining, Context Mining.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Predictive monitoring of business process is one of the main challenges in process
mining. It makes possible tasks such as performance check, compliance, prediction and
improvement by analyzing and discovering patterns in the event logs generated from
Information Systems. However, usually only information on the activities being
executed is considered for this analysis[29][30][31][32].
We argue that, this information is not sufficient to describe the context in which the
processes instance is running, due to the fact that some of those internal deviances can
be caused by events that are external to the organization hosting the process or may be
caused by altered psychological state of peopleware responsible for the business process
execution.
On the other hand, external contextual information has been shown to bring benefits in
many areas[20] of Business Process Management, since it provides extra knowledge
related to goal, organization and environment of the business process[19].
Motivated by that, in this work, we propose a new approach in observing these external
patterns that the systems were not considering during the process execution and
establishing relations between what was described and visible to it and what was

unwary and hidden from it, thus making an enrichment/enhancement of the process
event log with this external contextual information.
We also argue that sentiment about news that were brought up in the same day that the
process instance was running, may influence against the ones who execute the process.
We can imagine that an employee of a multinational enterprise just woke up and got
his/her newspaper and read about a problem that is affecting the enterprise matrix and
could cause a serious loss in its revenue. Knowing that, the employee might perform its
fundamental activities motivated to help against the crisis or he/she might get
demotivated and give up to the bad news. So affecting the business process in which
he/she is immersed into.
Given that scenario, it could be relevant to consider that news an external contextual
element, in fact, to be more precise we need to consider the sentiment of that news an
external contextual element. Therefore, we propose to analyze the impact of this
external contextual information to the process monitoring.

1.2 Objectives
The goal of this project is to discuss how external context may affect business process’
activities flow by correlating the context of the process environment with process
instances’ results. Focusing into this new approach of using the web news as source of
context.

1.3 Text Organization
The present work is structured in chapters and, aside this introduction, it will be
developed as follows:
●

Chapter II: presents the main concepts about the areas related to this work:
Business Process, Business Process Management, Data Mining, Web Scraping,
Sentiment Analysis, Process Mining and Context and Context Mining.

●

Chapter III: describes how we could acquire and manipulate such massive data, that
half is structured and other half semi-structured; which were the needed
technologies, programs, data structures and tools;

●

Chapter IV: describes the datasets used, from where data they come, which were
the relevant aspects of it, why we chose them and visualize how the characteristics
of data.

●

Chapter V: presents which algorithms, techniques and data structures were used to
perform knowledge discovery over those data. We shall see the results of the
execution of them and perform analysis over them.

●

Chapter VI: provides the conclusions taken from the analysis we did, presents the
main difficulties and problems encountered and speculate about future work.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Business Process Management
1

A Process is a set of related actions that transform inputs into products or services .
There are processes in all areas, however, we are considering business, so, we are
considering business processes of an organization or an enterprise, in which feedstock
or human resources get in as input, and what we get at the end of the process is a
product (a car, a toy, a computer, …) or a service (maintenance, credit concession, ...).
Thanks to them it is possible to control the product making or service performance,
audit and fasten the day-by-day activities of the organization, predict failures, discover
opportunities and much more.

LAUDON, Kenneth C.; LAUDON, Jane P. Management information system. Pearson
Education India, 2016.
1

Data related to processes may be represented and stored in such many ways. They can
be stored in relational databases, non-relational databases or common data repositories.
The representation format may vary as well, since they can be stored like computer files
(like XML, JSONs, TXTs, etc.) or like physical formats (like diagrams, set of
instructions, etc.).
The main standard notation to represent business processes is the Business Process
Modeling and Notation (BPMN). Using this notation, we can represent richer forms of
activity composition, message exchange, data objects, concurrency of processes etc.
According to VAN DER AALST et al (2013), "Business Process Management (BPM)
includes methods, techniques, and tools to support the design, enactment, management,
and analysis of operational business processes”.

BPM uses a set of tools to visualize and monitor business processes workflows to
perceive bottlenecks, critical events to the processes, check its alignment with the
BPMN model, optimization, and discovery of new workflows.
BPM can also be used in other areas than business, like when used in software
engineering as service oriented architectures, in order to model sequence of
functionalities, and establish communication patterns.

2.2 Data Mining
To help management activities of all kinds it is necessary to accumulate big volumes of
information and apply them to generate knowledge, so, finally get the wisdom that is so
important to take actions, elaborate new strategies, and much more. Since, nowadays we
have an explosion of available data because the users are not only consuming but
producing data as well, we can use this in favor of improving our decision making and
decreasing uncertainty. So, following this motivation, Data Mining area surged in order
to handle that big volume of data and to extract the most information and knowledge as
possible.
The data mining process (workflow) consists in gathering the needed data,
preprocessing it to cleanse our datasets, transforming the data, mining for patterns,
understanding and evaluating the results, and finally generating a new knowledge.
In this work we will use some of its techniques with the main focus on how to process
the natural language of the news’ text and extracting the sentiment expressed in such
news.

2.3 Web Scraping
A Web Scraper is a program that will access the webpages in internet and collect data
from part(s) of the HTML that are relevant. As said by VARGIU, URRU et al (2012),
"Web scraping (also called Web harvesting or Web data extraction) is a software
technique aimed at extracting information from websites".
It is possible to perceive the web scraping as the initial step of the data mining process
as acquiring data, but also, the post processing of enhance the already obtained dataset
in order to make better analysis and pattern discovery. To illustrate better the web
scraping process we can follow this description below.
For the making of this project, I developed a set of web scraper/preprocessor scripts to
2

gather the needed info, developed using Node.js , a javascript framework designed to
develop network applications in an easier and faster way.
In order to access the news webpage and return its HTML data, the npm module called
request was necessary. This module was designed to make the HTTP request process
3

easier . But returning the pure HTML data is not enough, as the needed information is
hidden within it.
So, in order to extract the news’ content it was necessary an HTML content explorer, in
this case, the one used was cheerio. Cheerio parses the HTML data, exploring it’s CSS,
4

HTML tags and other structures .
The last one npm module used to persist the web scraped data in a staging area before
the sentiment analysis algorithm could be used, was the npm fs, most known as npm file

2

Node.js about - https://nodejs.org/en/about/
npm request - https://www.npmjs.com/package/request
4
npm cheerio - https://www.npmjs.com/package/cheerio
3

system module. Npm fs was designed to make file operation simpler, leveraging the
5

local environment awareness from the developer to its API .
As we could see above, the web scraping process follows the steps of acquiring data,
preprocessing (parsing of the webpage) and storing in a database for future analysis.
Although the news dataset is our base to infer context, we needed another technique that
would help us analyze the sentimental context from people impression of the news, but,
automatically.

2.4 Sentiment Analysis
According to Liu et al (2012), “Sentiment analysis, also called opinion mining, is the
field of study that analyze people's opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals,
attitudes, and emotions towards entities such as products, services, organizations,
individuals, issues, events, topics, and their attributes.”.
Benevuto, Ribeiro and Araujo et al (2015) affirmed that "Opinions from social media, if
adequately retrieved and analyzed, allow not only to comprehend and explain diverse
social complex phenomena, but to predict them".
Pang et al (2008) affirmed that “An important part of our information-gathering
behavior has always been to find out what other people think. With the growing
availability and popularity of opinion-rich resources such as online review sites and
personal blogs, new opportunities and challenges arise as people now can, and do,
actively use information technologies to seek out and understand the opinions of others.
The sudden eruption of activity in the area of opinion mining and sentiment analysis,

5

npm file-system - https://www.npmjs.com/package/file-system

which deals with the computational treatment of opinion, sentiment, and subjectivity in
text, has thus occurred at least in part as a direct response to the surge of interest in new
systems that deal directly with opinions as a first-class object.”
Benevenuto, Ribeiro and Araújo et al (2017) describe the two main techniques used to
extract sentiments in texts, as it follows

Supervised Technique: demands a training step, where a set of texts will be previously
classified and used as the reference for next iterations.
This technique contains the following four steps:
1. Tagged data acquisition, in order to perform train (making the algorithm aware
of the dataset patterns) and test (checking the accuracy and precision of the
algorithm).
2. Feature and Characteristics definition. Allowing distinction between data.
3. Computational model training with a machine learning algorithm (meaning that
in this step we prepare the program with training data, in order to analyze
different data in future iterations, like humans when study for an exam).
4. Model application (in this step the program will apply its knowledge upon real
dataset, much like a human doing an exam).

Non-Supervised Technique: doesn't require model training. In general, are based upon
sentiment lexical evaluation involving a polarity calculus of a text, considering the
semantic orientation of the words present in it. Normally, utilizes a big corpus of terms,

which each is associated with a sentiment score that has a quantitative and qualitative
meaning, in other words, a scale with sentimental degrees.
For this project we chose the Non-Supervised approach, as we had already an adequate
library that uses a pre-tagged and precalculated list of words as its source. Basically, it
is process of sentiment analysis is, receiving the textual data, analysing each word
present in the text and consulting its score on the library’s list, calculate the text
sentiment and outputting a result of it.
Based on this, by using Sentiment Analysis it is possible to comprehend the social
context from the news and explain part of the social context of the population which is
referred by it. It is possible to assume that since the business processes need people to
work, it is possible that the social context of a given country may affect its population,
actors of the process, and finally an actor can affect the process flow depending on how
it performs its activities (with more or less care, attention, dedication and/or with or
without subjective worries). For example, when a country is passing by a crisis, its
population is likely to have its routine altered and eventually it might change the way
they handle their work tasks.

2.5 Process Mining
When applying data mining techniques into business process event logs, we are doing
process mining. The idea of process mining is to discover, monitor and improve real
processes by extracting knowledge from event logs available in today's systems. Process
mining includes process discovery, automated or not, conformance checking, social
network/organizational mining, automated construction of simulated models, model
extension, model repair, case prediction, and history-based recommendations[14].
In our proposal we are focusing on Process Monitoring an area of Process Mining that
can be stated by Kung et al (2005)[27] as “Process Monitoring: To check a situation
carefully in order to discover something about it. The aspects monitored (i.e. the metrics
taken) may change quite often. Normally, data gathered is not stored for long periods of
time.”.

2.6 Context
According to KISELEVA et al.(2013), “Context often has a significant impact on the
way humans (or machines) act and on how they interpret things; furthermore, a change
in context causes a transformation in the experience that is going to be lived.”.
Taking a more aligned approach to our work, DA CUNHA MATTOS, SANTORO and
REVOREDO et al.(2014) said that ”Context can be defined as a complex description of
the knowledge shared on physical, social, historical and other circumstances where
actions or events happen. All this knowledge is not a part of the action or the event, but
will constrain the execution of the action or the interpretation of the event.”. In our

approach we considered that this constraint that alter execution and perception of the
events would be the socio-economic one, instantiated in the web news, of the countries
that host the process’ instances during its execution period.

2.7 Context Mining
In this section we discuss about the main approaches of context discovery/mapping and
which of those we chose.
According to KISELEVA et al. (2013) there are three general strategies to discover
contextual categories.
The first one is discovering from an existing feature set, that consists in mapping and
exploring a predefined context known from domain experts.
The second one being discovering from hidden context, that consists in relying upon
automatic pattern understanding methods for example clustering, subgroup discovery,
mixture models, or more sophisticated techniques.
And the third one, context discovery from external sources that relies on exploring
factors like weather, populational indicators and etc
.
In this project we will be working with the second and third strategy since we are
resorting to use external sources (web news), and using automatic pattern understanding
when analyzing the sentiments of the news and grouping those by timestamp and
country location.

2.8 Node.js
JavaScript is a script interpreted language, that has resemblance with C, C++ and Java
and have the same capabilities of Object Orienting, and has some structures that are
more aligned with web-services, Flanagan et al (2006). This language was chosen due
to its proximity with the main domain of origin of our datasets, and also for the ease to
use. In order to not work just with the pure JavaScript language and to increase the
language already existent potentialities, it was decided to work with Node.js, that is a
JavaScript framework that supports package management, server creation, deployment,
parallel computation and many more features. As highlighted by JUNIOR et al (2012),
“Node.js is a platform which objective is the easy building of fast and scalable network
applications. Due to this, it uses a model based on events and non-blocking I/O”.

3 Related Works
We consider related works as works that use external contextual elements for process
monitoring. This area of research and work, process predictive monitoring, is very
recent and has its focus on other fronts like modelling and linking between participants
of the process.

In this work[28], the author elaborated a process much similar to the one we propose.
The main difference is that its process first steps require a domain specialist to curate
the relevant external contextual data and the last steps of it were for recommendation
and direct interference to the main flow responding to the deviations brought by
external context, its external context focused on unemployment taxes and inflation,
while our contextual elements were more generic and abrangent.
In this work we can observe as well that the event log was a real one took from a set of
other processes’ logs, had a very strong basis on information science and did
recommendations after its analysis.

During my researches I found other related works in [29][30][31][32], but, those works
focused on internal contextual elements such as succession of events, actors and
networks of actors or simply on timestamp. So, they were related to the predictive
monitoring. Meanwhile, the work [28] was more related to this project, it had a different
focus.

4 The Proposal

4.1 The Proposal
In this work, we investigate how context may affect business process’ activities flow by
correlating the context of the process environment with process instances’ results in a
specific scenario. Thus, we defined an experiment to gather evidences and allow some
conclusions about the topic. The following steps are proposed for the experiment
depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Experiments’ steps

First, we needed to define a process event log to compare how the external context may
affect that process in that given moment. We chose the Business Process Intelligence
6

Challenge 2013, BPIC2013 . It is an IT Incident Resolution Process event log from

6

BPIC2013 - http://www.win.tue.nl/bpi/doku.php?id=2013:challenge

Volvo, a multinational enterprise that may be influenced by the tendencies and
economics of the countries where it has its branch offices located.

After the event log acquirement, we need to define the external source of context to
enrich the event log and enhance our analysis. Due to its reliability, impartiality and
well-known API, we chose the The New York Times newspaper as our external source,
more specifically it’s News Archive API as the channel to get the needed web news
metadata, and its news’ web pages as sources from where we will extract the context.
To extract the context, we use sentiment analysis techniques to extract sentiment of each
news. We can use this sentiment impression as a context indicator of how well or how
bad was the situation of that given country when the process was executed.

After the datasets are preprocessed and annotated (in the contextual one case), we will
proceed to the log enrichment step, where will guarantee data compatibility between the
dataset’s structures, as we are joining a structured plain set of registries and a
semi-structured hierarchical set of documents. We will reach this compatibility through
flattening of those hierarchical attributes in the documents from the contextual dataset,
then yet using the same dataset we will perform an aggregation operation (average of
sentiment scores), grouped by country, timestamp and news category.

Having all these postprocessing we can finally enrich the process event log with the
external context data and perform analysis, tests and inferences. To enrich the event log,
we needed to aggregate to each event the context of its country during the same
timestamp it was running. So, we did a join between the event log dataset and the

contextual data on the country location of the process and the same timestamp from
where and when the average sentiment was calculated from. This joining was done by
the well-known join from relational databases, in fact it was a left join from the event
log dataset to the news summarized dataset. So, we will ensure that all data from the
event log appear even if it is null, as its information is more important to us, however,
since there was a news for each day of the event log this left join could be seen like a
precaution that did not become real, but can be generalized for future works.

Finally, after this data mining task of dataset enrichment, we can evaluate the results
through graphic visualization and through algorithm played against the enriched dataset
and take conclusions..

In order to execute the experiments, it was necessary to define the adequate
environment that could address all requirements of the above-mentioned areas. So in
this section, we describe the elements of implementation needed. Here it is possible to
see which was the language, framework, data interchange format, database and
implementation of the mapped process to fulfill our experiment and more details about
the data gathering.

4.1 The Web Framework Node.js
It was the framework used to implement our proposal, due to its ease of use, very
effective package manager and its affinity with web applications as mentioned in the
second chapter.
Through it we could implement the web scraping functionality to extract the contextual
data from its web source, the sentiment analysis step using its well-known module, and
to process, preprocess and store our data into our database.

4.1 The JSON format
Although the data used in the experiments is originally represented in HTML, after the
web scraper processes data from the web pages, it retrieves the main result in the JSON
format, that stands for JavaScript Object Notation. It is a key/value structure much
common in web development.

The JSON is a well-known and accepted format. According to BASSET et al(2015),
“JSON is a data interchange format that many systems have agreed on using for
communicating data“. JSON is based on JavaScript Literals but it is an independent
language, and can be used by any language that has an adequate parser to it.

4.1 The Sentiment Analysis module
The library chosen to perform sentiment analysis was the npm sentiment, that is a
7

8

9

Node.js module that uses the AFINN-165 wordlist and the Emoji Sentiment Ranking

to perform sentiment analysis on arbitrary blocks of input text. Basically, the analysis is
started when receiving the response from the web scraper. The module analyses the
news text and produces as outputs the calculated sentiment score for each news.

Although there are many web services for sentiment analysis, this option was chosen
because it is free of charge and no limited number of calls (different from the common
web services as they restrict to thousands calls freely and paid calls after), and also its
reliable analysis background in AFINN-165 wordlist. As a matter of fact there is a
disclaimer footnote in the npm module official page showing its accuracy that varies
from 70% up.

4.1 MongoDB
As most of our data is semi structured, and JSONs, the most adequate database system
to support it would be a non-relational/non-conventional one, because of its schema
flexibility and its exponential growth through the gathering step of the data mining
pipeline.
7
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NPM module sentiment - https://www.npmjs.com/package/sentiment

AFINN is a list of English words rated for valence with an integer between minus five (negative) and
plus five (positive). The words have been manually labeled by Finn Årup Nielsen in 2009-2011. The file
is tab-separated.
9
Novak et al (2015).

Another interesting thing about our data, that is JSON formatted, is that it can be
individually stored as file documents, allowing not only their well-known portability,
but also allowing many file system resourceful operations to be applied to them such as
read, write, append, versioning, replication, among others.

The news data that we took were in fact the news HTML document body content
annotated in some way that, besides the textual content of the news, we could also store
metadata of it like URL, headline, publication date, news desk (from which sector that
news was written), words counted, sentiment analyzed and country that is affected by it.

As our main dataset takes this particular format, so the more adequate choice to store
such would be a document-oriented database. Inspired by Lotus Notes, document
databases were designed to manage and store documents. These documents are encoded
in a standard data exchange format such as XML, JSON or BSON (Binary JSON).

If we would think in a key-value store the value column in document databases contains
semi-structured data - specifically attribute name/value pairs. A single column can
house hundreds of such attributes, and the number and type of attributes recorded can
vary from row to row. Also, unlike simple key-value stores, both keys and values are
10

fully searchable in document databases.

NoSQL Databases definitions and concepts - MONIRUZZAMAN, A. B. M.; HOSSAIN, Syed
Akhter. Nosql database: New era of databases for big data analytics-classification,
characteristics and comparison. arXiv preprint arXiv:1307.0191, 2013.
10

So, looking upon this scenario we chose MongoDB, a well-known and trusted
document-oriented database. With it and all its type of database qualities we can store,
query and aggregate complex hierarchical relationships, handle gigabytes of data and
work with a database that is in sync with the way developers nowadays think
(Object-Oriented Thinking)[12].

4.1 The Statistical Analytical Tool
As the data gathered has more than 500.000 rows and 20 columns to process and
analyze, it is necessary to use a third-party tool to perform the adequate statistical
analysis and uncovering of patterns and rules present in the datasets, so we will be able
to generate a new knowledge. Due to its trusted ability to handle such data and perform
the needed statistical and KDD operations, we chose R.

R is a language and environment for statistical computing and graphics. It is a GNU
project. It provides a wide variety of statistical (linear and nonlinear modelling, classical
statistical tests, time-series analysis, classification, clustering, etc.) and graphical
techniques, and is highly extensible. One of R's strength is the ease with which
well-designed publication-quality plots can be produced, including mathematical
symbols and formulae where needed. Also, it is available as Free Software under the
terms of the Free Software Foundation's GNU General Public License in source code
form. It compiles and runs on a wide variety of UNIX platforms and similar systems
(including FreeBSD and Linux), Windows and MacOS[16].

5 Study Case

The dataset explored was the business process event log, the BPI Challenge 2013,
BPIC2013, (a challenge of process mining that uses real life event logs as contest
material/proof. The participants shall answer a set of questions brought by the event
log's owner, using the results got by their application of process mining techniques and
tools) proposed dataset. It is a log took from a system that implements the IT Support
process of Volvo. Its primary goal is to restore normal service operation (normal service
operation is defined within Service Level Agreement -SLA) as quickly as possible and
by that ensuring that the best possible levels of service quality and availability are
maintained. Services that cannot be handled by the service desk or expert helpdesk
should be escalated to Second Line and/or Third Line teams. After solving or
implementing a work around the incident is closed.

The attributes of this dataset are:
● First Line - is the common name for service desk and expert help desk.
● Service Desk - normally the single point of contact to advise, guide and assist in
rapid restoration of normal services to its customers and users. It can be divided
into Front Desk, Offline Desk and Desk Side Support where Offline Desk can be

both local and global teams.
● Expert Help Desk - Expert Help Desk is the entry point for end user support on
specific services e.g. application support. Expert Helpdesk is an additional
service agreed upon with the customer. It can be divided into: Front Desk and
Offline Desk where Offline Desk can be both local and global teams.
● Second line - is taking care of incidents that cannot be resolved within First
Line. In this case the second line can be divided into Org Line C or a support
team working with Org Line A2.
● Third line - is the experts in their products area, could be a support team within
Org Line C or a support team working with Org Line A2. The third line is taking
care of Incidents that cannot be resolved within the Second Line function.
● Impact - is a measure of the business critically of an Incident often equal to the
extent to which an Incident leads to degradation of agreed service levels. Impact
is often measured by the number of people or systems affected. Criteria for
assigning Impact level should be set up in the SLA's and here are those
descriptions:
○ Major - very high visibility to the customer and/or have a defined major
impact on a given service. They can be defined as incidents that may
disrupt plant production and result in lost units of production; Incidents
that impact a particular system that has been identified as critical or is a
new occurrence of a repeated Impact Level High Incident over a short
period of time; Incidents that impact site, several dealers, large
workgroup or key business process for which the incident may result in:
Vehicles/Product cannot be designed; Vehicles/Product cannot be

delivered or ordered; Service to customer cannot be performed; Cash
flow is negatively impacted; Customer's revenue or public Image
affected. Resuming: Has to be resolved with high attention from all
parties involved.
○ High - when the service is regarded as unavailable by the user/customer
and affects an important system/service or if access is lost which
incapacitates a site or threatens to compromise other sites. Examples of
high impact incidents are Server incidents which may result in loss of
service to customer; wide/local area network incidents; lost production
units due to an Application or Infrastructure incident.
○ Medium - are those ones that have limited visibility to the users and/or
have limited impact to a given service such that it may be viewed as
operational, but in a degraded mode, by the user. They can be defined as:
A small share of the Customer base is affected; An incident which does
not negatively impact the Customer ability to meet its service levels; An
incident which will not result in Volvo IT not being able to meet their
service level commitments; Incidents that occur outside the scope of IT
services but with an impact on IT services such as power outage;
○ Low - those Incidents that have low visibility to the Customer and/or
have minor impact to a given service and do not limit the User in
functionality. Even if it happens, the user can still achieve full
functionality and normal performance as long as the circumvention
procedure is followed.
● Urgency - is about the necessary speed of solving an Incident of a certain impact

to the user. Which the values may be:
○ High - The problem has a very high influence on the Users work at the
time of reporting the Incident.
○ Medium - The problem has influence on the Users work at the time of
reporting the Incident. Are incidents that cause delays on the process,
but, they do have turnarounds.
○ Low - The problem has an low influence on the Users work at the time of
reporting the Incident.
● Priority - The priority of an Incident is determined by the Impact on the
business and the Urgency for which a Work Around or Solution is needed. The
Impact level, agreed with the customer and embodied in an SLA, together with
the Urgency level, agreed with the User, is translated to a Priority level. The
Priority level is for internal use and guides the support personnel in solving
Incidents in the correct order of Impact and Urgency for Volvo IT customers. If
the Incident is not handled within the specified time frame (according to SLA),
the priority of the Incident shall be increased. However an Incident can never
rise automatically between the different levels of Impact.

Although Volvo has its own definitions, their logs come from a system called VINST,
which generates logs with the following attribute nomenclature and meaning:
● Problem or SR_number: unique ticket number for a problem or incident;
● Problem change Date+time: moment when the status of the problem changed;
● Problem Status: Queued, accepted, completed and closed;
● Problem sub-status: Assigned, awaiting assignment, cancelled, closed, in

progress, wait, unmatched(?);
● Impact: level of impact the problem creates for the customer (major, high,
medium, low);
● Organization (problem involved org line 3): the business area of the user
reporting the problem to the helpdesk
● Function Division: The IT organization is divided into functions (mostly
technology wise);
● ST (support team): the actual team that will try to solve the problem;
● country_code: the location that takes the ownership of the support team;
● action_owner: the person that works in a support team that is working with the
incident. An action owner can transfer an incident or problem to another action
owner within the same support team, or he can escalate or return a problem to
another ST (Support Team);

The contextual dataset used, is a mass of news data from years 2006~2013, the same
timebox when the process described above occurred, produced by The New York
Times. It was gathered from its News Archive API, that is a RESTful HTTP POST
callable endpoint that by passing the private development key, the year and the month, it
returns in response a set of metadatas (headline, abstract, author, news desk, publication
time etc.) of all news from the given time period asked. The choice of The New York
Times was specifically due to its reliable, interesting, and global range news. After the
steps of web scraping, sentiment analysis and country detection, we got the following
dataset structure to represent the news:
● _id: id autogenerated by mongoDB;

● newsURL: URL that identify each news. Used during all the data mining
pipeline as the unique key id value, due to the own definitions of URL;
● text: the news body text web scraped from the URL;
● sentiment_score: the sum of the sentiment score of each word from the news
text, following the same score presented in AFINN-165 wordlist;
● sentiment: label of the sentiment score: indifference (score == 0), unhappiness (
-2 < score < 0), sadness (score < -2), happiness (0 < score < 2), joy (2 < score);
● smiley: emoticon representation of the labeled sentiment, that can assume the
following values: [ :´( ],[ :-( ],[ :-| ],[ :-) ],[ :-D ]. That would be sadness,
unhappiness, indifference, happiness and joy, respectively;
● index: is the index of the news object when first gathered from the web scraper;
● news_metadata: is a JSON attribute, this is the strict response from the News
Archive API {
○ snippet: snippet of the news,
○ lead_paragraph: lead paragraph,
○ abstract: abstract of the news, can be null,
○ print_page: page where the news was when printed,
○ blog:[],
○ source: Which product of the New York Times was the source of that
news,
○ multimedia: an array of multimedias present in the news web page
following this pattern [{multimedia object1}, …],
○ headline: a headline object that has the main headline and a kicker
{main: main headline, text,kicker: kicker},

○ keywords: a set of keywords objects, that may have their contents
variable throughout their distribution, so it was really hard to consider
them, they may follow this structure [{name:, value:}, {subject:,
value:}],
○ pub_date: yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ssZ, it is the publication date and time,
○ document_type: if it is an article, a blog post, or any other kind of media,
○ news_desk: news category,
○ section_name: news subcategory,
○ subsection_name: other news subcategory,
○ byline:[{author object}], an array of author objects that consists of
authors relevant informations ,
○ type_of_material: if it is a news, or other kinds of communication
vehicles,
○ word_count: total count of words in the text,
○ slideshow_credits: credits:
○ };
● news_country: is an object that indicates which countries were detected inside
the news body {
○ countries_detected:[<countryName1>,<countryName2>,...];
○ country_codes_detected:[<countryCode1>,<countryCode2>,...];
○ };
So in the end of dataset enrichment we ended with a relational set of 520208 lines of
event log data enriched by the news dataset (that consisted of 34927 news of the
specific categories we wanted to analyze)

6 Results’ Analysis

Here we are reaching the final steps of the modelled experiment process in Figure 1,
after studying the event log, defining the timebox of our analysis, gathering and
processing the contextual data and performing the log enrichment we will start to
analyze the information we got so far.

As tasks from the second activity modeled in the knowledge discovery milestone from
Figure 1, we performed some visual statistical analysis of the enriched event log as we
can see in the graphics presented as follows. Then, we ran knowledge discovery
algorithms against both datasets in order to compare how beneficial was to use the
context enrichment approach. To focus our analysis, we decided to monitor how the
contextual data exerted influence upon the status and sub status changing along the
process (being our knowledge discovery task).

6.2 General Statistics and Data Visualization

Through data visualization we want to observe the existence of patterns, disturbances,
deviances and causes that we cannot be easily seen through raw algorithmic
applications. In this section of the analysis, we focus on how the sentiments extracted
from the web news impacted on randomly chosen instances of the process flow and
check if our approach is going through the right path.

We begin analyzing the sentiment score distribution through a series of aspects like
these ones below. Figure 2 shows how the sentiments have been distributed through the
news’ categories.

Figure 2: Average Sentiment Score of each news categories during the period of 2010~2012.

The X axis shows the average sentiment score of all 34927, from year 2010 to 2012,
news from a given category expressed by Y axis. As mentioned before we are focusing
on socioeconomic news, so the chosen categories were all related to Business,

Economy, Society and Global Important news like Scientific ones and Foreign news.

Here we can observe that, in general, the socio-economic situation of all countries
which host the process were not that bad, having more positive aspects than negative
ones. Even with this impression, it is necessary to look deeper into those statistics to
perceive some disturbances.
From this point on, we will dive deep into the correlation between the sentiments and
the process’ aspects like its execution time and status changes. Figure 3 shows which
were the years in which the processes instances ran and its sentiment distribution.

Figure 3: Average Sentiment Score Distribution Through the Years.

By analyzing the graphic in Figure 3, we can observe that 2012 is where most of the
process instances were running. However, this disparity between the years is shadowing
the last two and shrinking 2012 distribution. To know better the process context in
general in those years it may be necessary to split our visualization and explore year by
year to get an overview of what we are looking for.

Figure 4: Average Sentiment Score Distribution in 2010.

As we can see in Figure 4, among the 3 years analyzed, 2010 was the year where most
people were probably affected by socioeconomic problems, as we can see through that
negative expressiveness. Since we are considering a socio-economic context, it may
indicate that the countries who host the process’ instances passed through a period of

crisis which can be dangerous for the process execution and ultimately success.

Figure 5: Average Sentiment Score Distribution in 2011

In 2011, we observe some balance between the positive and negative quantities. But this
abrupt variation in sentiment distribution might have caused turbulences throughout the
execution of the process.

Figure 6: Average Sentiment Score Distribution in 2012

Figure 6 depicts the most expressive year, 2012, when most of the process’ instances
ran. As, we can see in the graphic shown in Figure 6, this year had a balanced sentiment
score distribution, as we can see a format like a normal distribution.

Now we analyze some randomly picked process’ instances and how the sentiment
variation affected their flow. From studying the process logs and the given
documentation of them, we concluded that apparently all process instances end when
status is set to complete, but, in some cases the process may be reopened to be solved
once more, also through this same documentation we can observe that the dynamic and
operational aspect of the process (Change Date Time) flows towards the changing of

this aspects, in process mining terms, the SR_Number defines the cases, the Change
Date Time the timestamp lifecycle and the status combined with the sub status define
events. Due to this, we are considering as the most susceptible aspects affected by
sentiments to be the status and sub status, as they are changed by the work effort of each
participant of each process instance.

Figure 7: 1-506071646 Process Sentiment Evolution

We analyze the evolution of the instances of the process relating them to the sentiment
variation on its socioeconomic context. This socioeconomic context can be perceived
by its average score variation, and can be interpreted in that way, the more light blue to
blue represents a propitious moment and stability of economy, politics and society in
general like when the government is stable, or new industrial technologies are being
developed, and as it approaches to orange and red indicates that instability, crisis or
unfavorable economic, political or social moments are present, like corruption, changes
in labor laws, etc.

In Figure 7, we can see that when the business process context is stable to favorable
(shades of blue), that process changed its sub status, indicating fluidity, very fast. But,
when the environment began to turn unfavorable the process fluidity slowed down so
much that took almost one entire year to it reach its conclusion. Now, considering more
examples.

Figure 8: 1-735029972 Process Sentiment Evolution

In Figure 8, we can see that this process instance began in a negative context as the first
iterations were being ran in an orange zone of unfavorable situation. It stays that way
for an entire week as we can see in the Y axis DAY column that contains the
SR_Number, year, month and day. While in this unfavorable context, it progressed
while dragging itself through, while waiting for someone to take and resolve it. After

this unfavorable moment, we observe that the context began to change into a more
positive vibe, due to it, the process instance sped up a little more, being resolved in just
one day, after that the “process waited” for the user to confirm resolution and in the end,
it was confirmed as complete.

Figure 9: 1-696101645 Process Sentiment Evolution

In Figure 9, we can observe that although it had a small execution path, due to its
unfavorable context it took a week to be completed.

Figure 10: 1-736285839 Process Sentiment Evolution

Figure 10 depicts a very interesting example. Look at how positive, how favorable was
the context when this instance was running, its fluidity was high, and the process could
be resolved within one day, changing its statuses in a matter of minutes and hours.

Figure 11: 1-735147842 Process Sentiment Evolution

This instance, in Figure 11, is mostly negative with just one peek of positivity by the
final status change of the execution. But we can observe that when there were
negativeness present in the environment, the process slowed down and got a week to be
completed. And when completed, the environment hosting it will enter a negativeness
period, what can be worrying to the next instances which may happen after it.

6.2 Quantitative Analysis
Now we reach the final part of our analysis, where we pay more attention to the
statistical and quantitative aspect our approach evaluation. We are trying to discuss with
this project how important and relevant could be to consider external context when
doing process mining. We already have seen that visually there are some linkages
between the time spent by a process and its contextual sentiment score, now we will
evaluate which were the benefits of aggregating that context to our dataset. Therefore,
we applied knowledge discovery in database`s algorithm against the pure event log, and
against the enriched log as well in order to compare the results obtained the goal was to
enforce what we observed in the section before.

The first algorithm was the Apriori, an algorithm to discover association rules in
itemsets[25]. Generating rules like “if itemset contains({x,y}) then itemset (may)
contains({z}) as well”.

It is a very popular algorithm to use in process mining, due to it being designed to work
with transactional data like our processes. And by applying this algorithm we expect to
see rules that originated from context or rules that help us to better understand it.

For this evaluation between the two logs, we defined that the confidence of our rules
should be of at least 90% and a support of 30%, that means that the rules discovered by
this algorithm had 90% of chance to happen in other instances and 30% of coverage
through the datasets.

The results for this running were not that interesting as the enriched dataset produced
just one rule more than the original one and both got a little quantity of them, being 4 to
the pure one and 5 to the enriched. As we can see the results from the enriched log
below in Table 1.

Table 1 presents the rules found in our enriched event log and its aspects of support,
confidence, lift and count. As support and confidence are probabilities varying from 0 to
1, count being the number of times the ruleset was perceived in the enriched dataset.
And Lift being the measure of predictability for each of those rules. Due to the fact that
the final enriched dataset came from a shallow and relatively little process and that its
format was not much adequate for this algorithm, may resulted in find less rules than
expected.

Table 1: Apriori Algorithm Results over the enriched dataset

# Rules

support

1 {INVOLVED_ST_FUNCTION_DIV=V3_2} => 0.43491148
{INVOLVED_ORG_LINE_3=Org line C}

7157997

confidence

lift

count

0.984829951812

1.48588 22624

788

103084

4

111
2 {SUB_STATUS=InProgress}

=> 0.47912465

{STATUS=Accepted}

1

6146496

1.58096 24924
485576

4

397
3 {STATUS=Accepted,INVOLVED_ST_FUNCTI 0.30741993
ON_DIV=V3_2}

=> 0912118

0.989310238168

1.49264 15992

883

074859

{INVOLVED_ORG_LINE_3=Org line C}
4 {SUB_STATUS=InProgress,SUBSECTION=}
=> {STATUS=Accepted}

2

442
0.30836955

1

2889523

1.58096 16041
485576

6

397
5 {SUB_STATUS=InProgress,INVOLVED_ORG

0.33930147

1

_LINE_3=Org line C} => {STATUS=Accepted} 0376216

1.58096 17650
485576
397

In Blue we perceive the additional rule found by Apriori when analysing the enriched dataset.
However, any of those rules helped our analysis. This not so satisfactory result may be
originated from dataset limitations and overestimation during algorithm setup.
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Table 2: Apriori Algorithm Results over the original dataset

# Rules

support

1 {INVOLVED_ST_FUNCTION_DIV=V3_2} => 0.43491148
{INVOLVED_ORG_LINE_3=Org line C}

7157997

confidence

lift

count

0.984829951812

1.48588 22624

788

103084

4

111
2 {SUB_STATUS=InProgress}=>{STATUS=Acc
epted}

0.47912465

1

6146496

1.58096 24924
485576

4

397
3 {STATUS=Accepted,INVOLVED_ST_FUNCTI 0.30741993
ON_DIV=V3_2}=>{INVOLVED_ORG_LINE_

0912118

0.989310238168

1.49264 15992

883

074859

3=Org line C}
4 {SUB_STATUS=InProgress,INVOLVED_ORG

442
0.33930147

_LINE_3=Org line C} => {STATUS=Accepted} 0376216

1

1.58096 17650
485576
397

Although, the rules hadn’t had the effect we were expecting, we can see much of the
org_line attribute appearing. That being a “human” factor is favorable to our analysis,
but again, not enough.
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The second chosen algorithm was OneR, where we will see how adherent the attributes
included when enriching the log are to the classification of the target attribute, Sub
Status. To perform the OneR algorithm test and see which were the top 6 most relevant
attributes to explain the class of our problem, some preprocessing was needed.

This preprocessing was done to not add bias to OneR when ranking the attributes.
So first we needed to remove the SR_NUMBER, as it is an id and would not add much
value to a classification.

Then we removed the timestamp attributes, as it and its similar attributes have their own
separated analysis methods. We remove the Status as well, as it is a direct consequence
of the sub status and would not make sense to be considered here since OneR would
accuse Status as a predictor of Sub Status, but this is already known due to the logs
documentation and would pollute the top 6. So, the remainder attributes in the enriched
dataset were:
SUB_STATUS (our class attribute);
INVOLVED_ST_FUNCTION_DIV
INVOLVED_ORG_LINE_3
INVOLVED_ST
SR_LATEST_IMPACT
PRODUCT
COUNTRY
OWNER_COUNTRY
OWNER_FIRST_NAME

NEWS_DESK
SECTION
SUBSECTION
AVG_SENTIMENT_SCORE

The OneR algorithm was set with the following parameters:
batchSize = 100, minBucketSize = 6
numDecimalPlaces = 2, Cross validation of 10 folds

It ran 6 times in a row, while removing from each next iteration the attribute chosen
before. Remembering that OneR uses just one of the attributes to classify each time it
ran. And the results were:

● The first one was OWNER_FIRST_NAME getting 53% of right classifications;
● The second one was OWNER_COUNTRY getting 53% of right classifications;
● The third one was the AVG_SENTIMENT_SCORE getting 49,5% of right
classifications;
● The fourth one was the INVOLVED_ST getting 48% of right classifications;
● The fifth one was the PRODUCT getting 48% of right classifications;
● The sixth and last one was the NEWS_DESK getting 48% of right
classifications;

That is indeed very favorable to our evaluation as it shows that the most relevant
attributes to the success of the process may be the ones linked to human activity in the

process (event owner name, country, involved division) and showed as well that the
attributes that came within the contextual aggregation had influence, what corroborates
with our thoughts that if something would directly interfere (like being aware of a crisis,
changes in labor laws, etc.) with people performing their process’ activities, would
interfere as well in the process flow, as they would be not in their psychological normal
state of mind. Furthermore, we can do one more test.

And the third one chosen was the Decision Table. Set to be ran against the enriched
dataset using the attributes determined above by the OneR iterative ranking, as now we
are going to evaluate if One R was correct in ranking those attributes. The parameters
settings are cross-validation of 10 folds.
The result of the Decision Table test brought a tax of correct classifications of 65%.
Since our dataset is a little generic and shallow in data quantity, we can consider this tax
of correct classification good, since it is way above the 50% of randomness and is much
similar to the accuracy in [32] as an initial tax that was improved in their machine
learning pipeline after the first analysis.
Our approach to use context extracted from a source that directly affects the parts that
execute the process seems promising and very likely to produce even better results with
real bigger logs and more contextual related sources, e.g. other newspapers.

7 Conclusions

In this chapter we present the conclusions from the entire development and analysis
process of this project, as well to expose the difficulties handled through its making and
what we intend to be future works.

In general, the results of our analysis were very good to validate the viability of the
approach, as the contextual elements aggregate to the process event log were present in
the most relevant elements ranking and during the visual analysis of random picked
processes contextual sentiment evolution through its execution, and we got an untie
decision through applying the decision table which return a tax of 65% of right answers.
Probably the Apriori did not had a satisfactory result due to the fact that the dataset was
not in the usual format of item sets, but instead in its integrity, something that could not
be done within R, at least as far as I tried and because the event log itself was shallow.

1. Difficulties
The main difficulties handled in this project were the fact that most of this project
required external learning from what was thought by graduation’s main course, to deal
with data mining classical problems as data capturing and data pre and postprocessing,

to choose the most adequate technologies as there were many ones to perform the
sentiment analysis, but they were paid in its majority and require heavy training, and
finally to council the time between the last disciplines of the graduation, the job and
research. But, in the end we could make it.

There were some secondary ones involving hardware restrictions, since we were
manipulating huge sets of data in the first steps of our process, sometimes it was
required to let the machines that were working on them running up all night, and
sometimes failures would happen in between this period and need to be restarted again.

2. Future Work
We see as future works the following items: transforming the acquiring, analysis and
management process of such massive quantity of data into an online automatic
framework in order to scale its use, to evaluate our proposal with other datasets and
other contextual sources, to perform more statistical analysis like time series and finally
evaluate the accuracy of the sentiment analysis module with other data (social media’s,
web articles from blogs, etc.).
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